
KATA KORNER                               
with Sensei John Barker 

Sanchin. The Three 
Battles of Kyokushin  

Sanchin is considered to be the oldest and 

the most important kata of Karate (along 

with Tensho). The name Sanchin, meaning 

three battles, is sometimes interpreted as 

the battle to unify the mind, body, and spirit; 

however, there are other interpretations 

and notions. Sanchin literally means “three 

battles” or “three conflicts”, from the     

characters San 三 (3) and Chin 戦 (war or 

battle). Sanchin seeks to develop three  

elements at the same time: 1/ The mind, 

body and the techniques,       2/ The internal 

organs, circulation and the nervous system, 

and 3/ The three Ki 気, located in: the crown 

of the head (Nōten 脳天), the diaphragm 

(Hara 腹), and the lower abdomen 

(Tanden 丹田). Sanchin is an isometric kata 

where each move is        performed in a state 

of complete tension, accompanied by    

powerful, deep breathing (Ibuki 息吹) that 

originates in the lower Tanden.  The practice 

of Sanchin not only leads to the                  

strengthening of the body, but to the      

development of the inner power (Ki 気) and 

the coordination of mind and body.  

Enjoy your Kata! Sensei John. 

(Sempai) Elliot Kleiner                         

elliot@prom.com.au                               
All submissions must be received no later than end 

of month (Feb, May, Aug, Nov)                                 
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Welcome to the 1st edition of ‘OSU mag’ – North Bondi Dojo’s own news magazine. This follows on a tradition      

established in my dojos in South Africa, where we printed a monthly newspaper called ‘Gambate’. The magazine can 

be a forum for news, discussion and general interest. Its success will depend on contributions from you – the     

students (and parents). So please submit photos and articles that you think might be of interest to your fellow    

students. 

2019 has been a big year for us, with the visit from our leader, Kancho Matsui, together with Shihan Kenny and 

Shihan Gorai, being a wonderful experience. We are also preparing for the true ‘Karate Olympics’ – the 12th World 

Open Karate Tournament to be held in Tokyo in November. This Tournament is held every 4 years and is an open-

weight tournament with full-contact rules. There is one champion – the best knockdown fighter in the world. It is 

with immense pride that I can say that 3 of the 5 Australian fighters chosen to compete in the World Tournament 

are from our dojo (and note that if David Tockar had not been injured, he would also have qualified for the team). 

There have been big changes in our dojo this year, with Sensei Alex having to leave us in order 

to relocate with her husband to the USA. Sensei Alex has been an incredible teacher, friend, 

mentor and inspiration to so many people in our dojo over the past decade. Sensei Alex was 

my student in the 90’s in South Africa, and I will feel her loss very keenly. I know, however, that 

we will remain united through the Kyokushin family. Fortunately, in Sempai Nora Lotter, we 

have a wonderful person to take over from Sensei Alex.  

I encourage all of you to train hard for the tournaments and gradings coming up this year, and 

we look to you to help build our dojo by telling friends, family and anyone who will listen about 

us and what we have to offer.  Remember – it’s YOUR dojo. Together let’s make it even strong-

er and better!   OSU! 

 Shihan              

Trevor Tockar                           
7th Dan                    

National Branch 

Chief IKO 

Cover Pic - Sensei John Barker & Sempai Dinei Dineris Jr 
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SUCCESS AT THE 2019 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 

The 2019 Australian National Open Karate               

Tournament was held on Sunday 23 June 2019. 

At the end of a long and hard day, Anthony 

Tockar of the North Bondi Karate Dojo emerged 

victorious. He was accordingly chosen to lead 

the 5-man Australian team to compete in the 

World Tournament in November. 

Remarkably, a second member of the North 

Bondi Karate Dojo, Reece Henderson, has also 

been chosen for the third time to represent 

Australia at the World Tournament with Dinei 

Daneris being the third   member chosen for the 

team. The fact that three members of the 5-man 

Australian team are from the North Bondi     

Karate Dojo is a great tribute to the club, which 

has established itself as one of the   foremost 

karate dojos in Australia. 

Aside from the wonderful results achieved by     

Anthony Tockar, Dinei Daneris and Reece             

Henderson, a number of other students from 

the North Bondi Karate Dojo excelled at the 

national tournament. Sensei John Barker won 

third place in the kata (forms) division for adults, 

while in the 12-15 yrs kata division North Bondi 

took the first four positions, with 4th place going 

to Elise Aroney, 3rd place  going to Guy Guiney, 

2nd place going to    Hannah Hunter and 1st 

place to Samuel Lotter. Tom Guiney was the 

silver medalist in the 11 yrs kata division.  

In the kumite (fighting) divisions, Elise Aroney 

was victorious in the 13-14 yr age-group, while 

Brandon Benson fought extremely well to win 

the over 60 kg division for boys in the 13-14 yr 

age-group. Ben Guiney placed equal third in the 

under 50 kg division for boys in the 11-12 yr age 

group. 

TRAINING TIMES... 

Shihan Lyle began practicing 

Goju-ryu karate in 1976, then 

Shukokai where he was graded 

to nidan in 1981 and sandan in 

1998. 

He formally began practicing 

Kyokushin in 2001 and was  

awarded 4th dan in 2007 and 5th dan in 2013; 

both by Kancho Matsui in Japan. 

Aside from being an instructor of exceptional 

technical skill, Shihan Lyle has had a successful 

competition career, heading teams in         

international tournaments at elite levels. 

He began instructing in Cape Town in 1979 and 

started and operated the Rose Bay dojo in 

1995. He now instructs and trains at North 

Bondi dojo. 

JUNIOR STUDENT PROFILE 

Elise & Hannah 1st Kyu 

We present these 

teen sensations       

together because,    

frankly, they’re 

almost never seen 

apart. Towering over not only most other 

students but all of the instructors, these two 

superb athletes have proven that they can mix 

it up with the best in the country (and the 

world) in both competition and gradings. 

They constantly keep each other accountable 

for their standards, which is why they excel. 

Kids 5-7 Years - Mondays, Wednesdays 4:15 pm-5:00 pm (Sempai Nora) 

Kids 8-12 Years - Mondays, Wednesdays 5:00 pm - 6:00 pm (Sempai Nora) 

Advanced Kids - Tuesdays, Thursdays 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm (Sempai Nora) 

Teens Program - Tuesdays, Thursdays 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm                 

(Sensei Anthony & Sempai Nora Tuesdays, Sensei John Barker & Sempai Nora Thursdays) 

Adult Beginners - Mondays 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm (Sempai Dinei) 

Adults General - Thursdays 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm (Shihan Tockar) 

Adults Advanced - Tuesdays 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm, Saturdays 7:30 am - 9:00 am (Shihan Tockar) 

Kids Fight Class - Sundays 9:00 am - 10:00 am (Sempai Dinei) 

Adults Fight Class -  Sundays 10:00 am - 11:30 am (Shihan Tockar & Sensei Anthony) 

Tournament Prep, Grading Clinics, Novice Courses - Wednesdays 6:30 pm - 7:30 pm (various)    

See karatebondi.com for additional information and session changes 

DATES TO DIARISE 

2019 Fight & Kata Challenge, Sep 15 2019 

Bring a buddy week, Sep 16-19  2019 

Parents’ Class, Sep 18 2019 6:30-7:30 pm 

12th World Open Karate Championships        

Nov 22-24 2019 (Tokyo, Japan)                           

Kids 5-12 years Year-End Grading                     

Sunday Dec 1 2019 

Adult & Teens Year-End Grading                               

Sunday Dec 8 2019 

BLACK BELT PROFILE 

Shihan Lyle Abel - 5th Dan 

NEXT ISSUE 
What’s the significance of the NUMBER 3 and the geometric shape of       

TRIANGLES to Karate? Sempai Elliot Kleiner explains. Don’t Miss it! 
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